A phenomenal balancing act of micromanagement and diplomacy, Red Dragon is an excellent wargame that will keep you on your toes. Deeply involving and full of player-driven moments, Red Dragon is a worthy addition to the series. This game is one of the most difficult in the genre's history, so be prepared for an uphill battle. But if you can balance politics with combat nicely enough, Red Dragon
will reward you with unique races, beautifully designed maps, and intricate tactical scenarios. Red Dragon is an incredibly complex game that allows you to play in a variety of ways, be it in the classic wargame style or in a more diplomatic way with an emphasis on maneuvering your forces effectively. Despite the high level of difficulty, the game doesn't have a steep learning curve. A newbie can pick
it up and play quickly but will need some time to strategize efficiently. The interface is very clean and efficient with every nook being used to monitor resources, production rates, national borders, supply lines, etc. What sets this game apart are the very customizable options available when starting a new game that allow you to set most of your preferences for combat before playing for real. The AI is
well-designed and can be set to very hard or very easy. Like the previous games in the series, Red Dragon contains small skirmish scenarios that can be played in a variety of ways. The game also contains a dozen or so full-fledged scenarios that allow you to jump right into an entire campaign unfolding with your mouse clicking prowess. Both skirmish and campaign scenarios are designed to give
players constant challenges, so this game is not meant for MMORPG players who want to play get rich quick for 90 days. Red Dragon is available as a retail box version as well as downloadable versions on Steam and Gamersgate. GameSpot's reviewer gave a score of 8/10, saying "Red Dragon is a worthy addition to the series", while the reviewer from GameSpy gave a score of 4/5 stars. IT Reviews
gave a review score of 8.6 out 10, stating "Wargame: European Escalation was an excellent example of how to do turn-based strategy well. Its sequel, Wargame: Red Dragon, is better still."
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